- LOGLINE At the sunset of a brilliant career Croatian matchmaker faces his hardest case yet.
His client is a pretty woman whom nobody wants – just because she is a foreigner, and a
single mother.
PRODUCTION INFO:
Directed by: NEBOJŠA SLIJEPČEVIĆ
Produced by: VANJA JAMBROVIĆ, RESTART (Croatia)
Coproduced by: FLORIN IEPAN, SUBCULTURA FILMS (Romania)
STEFAN KLOOS, KLOOS AND CO. (Germany)
Original language: Croatian / German / Ukrainian
Film format: HD
Duration: 52 minutes / 75 minutes
Institutions already attached to the project:
HAVC - Croatian Audiovisual Center
CNC - Romanian Centrul National al Cinematografiei
International Presales already attached: DUNA TV (Hungary), TG4 (Ireland), HRT
(Croatia), ERR (Estonia), TV Kultura (Poland), RTS (Romania)
World sales confirmed: RISE AND SHINE WORLD SALES, Germany
PRODUCTION PLAN:
Research and preproduction: from February 2010 to June 2011
Production: from July 2011 to January 2012
Postproduction: from February 2012 to July 2012
Final of the film: July 2012
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SYNOPSIS
GANGSTER OF LOVE is a documentary comedy which pinpoints some serious social
issues.
The story takes place in the mountain Balkan region on the historical border of Austro
-Hungarian Monarchy and Ottoman Empire. Twenty-five years ago Nedjeljko Babic left his
job as a carpenter to start his God-given career: matching lonely men and women. He became
famous very fast, thanks to his skill, but also his nickname – Gangster. He got it solely thanks
to his image: he always wears sunglasses.
His whole life Gangster helps men and women from his mountain region to find a soul
mate. But lately his job is more difficult than ever - women does not want to live in villages
anymore. In recent years Gangster’s clients are mostly uneducated middle aged men,
seemingly desperate to find a life partner. But story of our film unmasks the real complexity
of their problem.
When Maya, young and pretty Bulgarian girl, comes to Gangster looking for a new
husband, it seems that it will be an easy case for him. But the fact that she is a single mother,
and a foreigner, makes it a mission impossible for Gangster - it seems that Croatian guys, no
matter how desperate they are to find a woman, does not want a Bulgarian with a child.
Her case discloses all the tragic absurdity of the traditional men in modern society: although
they are lonely and desperate to find a woman, their stubborn conservatism prevents them
in adopting different.
Marin (45) is typical of the kind. He is good-looking and smart, but passive and unable
to overcome oppression of his community. He likes Maya a lot, but he does not dare to admit
to his father that he is in love with a women with a child.
We also follow Gangster's dealing with Peter, German guy whose father is Croat from
Gangster’s village. Peter is disappointed in western women, he thinks that they enjoy too
much sexual freedom, so he comes to his father’s native land in search of more traditional
women.
These three characters form one story and paint a big picture of a contradictory and
troublesome relationship between men and women in a world torn between traditional and
modern.
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TREATMENT
1. CONTENT AND NARRATIVE STRUCTURE
Gangster’s effort to find a husband for Maya is the main storyline of the film. Maya
(35) has left her husband because he abused her and their 3 year old son.
We have followed Maya on several unsuccessful dates. At the moment, she is still single.
Her case discloses all the tragic absurdity of the traditional men in modern society: although
they are lonely and desperate to find a woman, their stubborn conservatism prevents them in
adopting different.
The other storylines will follow Gangster in his dealing with two significant male clients.
One of them is Marin (45) who spent most of his life working illegally as a construction worker
in Germany. Marin doesn’t believe that he will ever get married. Marin’s self-confidence is at a
such low level that Gangster is not only his matchmaker – he is his psychotherapist as well.
The third client is Peter (42), a son of a German woman and a Croatian immigrant worker
in Germany. Peter is coming to his fatherland in a search of love. We will follow his affair to the
end. We hope to end our film with the Peter’s wedding.
During 25 years of his career Gangster has developed a very precise and successful
method for connecting couples. We will document his method thoroughly. The whole process
starts with a new client filling up Gangster’s special questionnaire. According to the answers,
combined with intuition and experience, Gangster picks from his large archive (thousands of
filled questionnaires!) potential partner for the new client.
The second step is the first date. Before the first date Gangster prepares both of
candidates. He teaches them how to approach the other side, how to present themselves, how to
lead the conversation, how to behave. Gangster is always present on the first date. He is there to
break the ice, help the conversation, and to make sure that the bill for the drink is paid by the
man. Gangster often complains that guys from his region are cheapskates, and women hate that.
Even if everything goes well and two fall in love (or at least find a common interest), Gangster’s
job is not finished. He watches over the new couple: if they get married he is usually their best
man, and he helps them solve their marital crisis.
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2. DIRECTORIAL APPROACH
We will mix observational approach with interviews. We will document Gangster’s
business as discreetly as possible, without intervening.
Gangster is very passionate person. He doesn’t mind presence of camera, he even
enjoys being filmed. This enables very minimalistic directorial approach: long, steady shots.
Most of the action will happen in dialogue.
Film will have a slow, calm pace, with a lot of talking. We have full access to film all
the dates that Gangster organizes for Maja, Peter and Marin.
Gangster meets his clients on big public gatherings, such us bull fights, village games
and church festivities. These gatherings are very picturesque, and illustrate the nature of
people in Imotska Krajina. This part of the film will be the most dynamic – both in the terms
of editing and in the terms of action. It will give a nice occasional boost to the rhythm of the
film.
3. TONE OF THE FILM
The overall tone of the film will be warm, lighthearted, and sometimes funny. Gangster is a loveable person. He has a big heart for all his clients, he is always in the good mood,
he loves to talk loudly, and when he talks he does it with his whole body. His presence itself
will define the mood of the film.
Gangster’s clients have trouble in the area everybody is familiar with – love. This is
why the audience will be easily emotionally connected with them and laugh only in recogni-

BUDGET AND FINANCIAL PLAN / Overall budget: 150.421,93€
Financial plan:
1. Croatian Audiovisual Center (development) 6.322 € / confirmed /
2. Croatian Audiovisual Center (production) 10.000 € / confirmed /
3. HRT- Croatian Television (presale) 4.300 € / confirmed /
4. Romanian CNC Fund / Romanian TV 36.000 € / confirmed /
5. Media TV Distribution 25.000,00 € / applying /
6. Int. broadcaster coproduction/presales 5.400,00 € /confirmed /
(Duna TV-Hungary, TG4-Ireland, ERR-Estonia, TVP Kultura-Poland)
7. German Broadcaster (ZDF Arte or BR)/60.000,00 €/ in negotiations
8. Int. Broadcaster /presale 3.400,00 € / searching /
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- NEBOJŠA SLIJEPČEVIĆ - Director Contact: nbosha@gmail.com +385915140054
Born in 1973 in Zagreb, Croatia.
Graduated Film and TV Directing on Academy of Drama Arts in Zagreb.
Selected filmography and awards:
ZAGREBAČKE PRIČE (segment ŠAMAR); fiction, 100 min, PROPELER FILM 2009.
best cinematography, Days of Croatian Film 2010.
IN FOUR YEARS; documentary, 13 min, FADE IN 2007.;
best director, San Gio Festival, Verona 2008. EDN Talent Award, Sarajevo Film Festival 2007.
CITYFOLK ZAGREB 2004, documentary, 26 min. HTV/EBU 2004; Best Cross Border Program,
Prix CIRCOM 2004.
OF COWS AND MEN, documentary, 23 min, FACTUM 2000; Idfa selection 2000.

- VANJA JAMBROVIĆ - Producer Contact: vanja@restarted.hr www.restarted.hr +385918930675
Born in1980 in Zagreb, Croatia.
In 2005. graduated Philosophy and Comparative Literature at Faculty of social
sciences, in 2011 graduated Film production at Academy of drama art in Zagreb.
Started working with films in 2002, organizing film festivals and as a production
assistant. Since 2008 working exclusively in film production as an independent producer.
At the moment working, as a producer, in two companies: Restart and Petnaesta
umjetnost. Until now produced 3 documentaries directed by Goran Dević (Don Juans: Excuse me Miss!, The Flood, Happy Land) and 2 short fictions (It'll Be All Right by Goran Dević and On the square by Vanja Juranić Sviličić).
At the moment working on 3 documentary films as a main producer (Gangster of
Love by Nebojša Slijepčević, Ironworks Sisak by Goran Dević, Strike Hard by Oliver Sertić)

- ABOUT RESTART - www.restarted.hr - www.dokukino.net Restart is a company focused on production, education, distribution and technical advising
in making creative documentary films. We are engaged in the widest range of documentary
filmmaking, involving the whole circle from production to distribution label (Restart Label)
and managing Dokukino - a unique theater in Zagreb, specialized exclusively for

screening documentary films.
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